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Course Semeste
r 

Grou
p 

 Numbe
r 

Title 

FYBA I DSC KOC-101 Katha Sahitya : 
Sid’dhantAniAswadan 

FYBA II DSC KOC-102 Konkani Katha : 
AswadanAniNirmitiAbhyas 

FYBA I GE KOG-101 Vevharantli Konkani Bhas 

FYBA II GE KOG-102 SamparkMadhyamanchi Konkani 
Bhas 

FYBA/BSc
. 

I/II AECC KOA-101 Maukhik Konkani : 
BhashikKaushal’leanchemAdhy’y
an 

SYBA III CC-
Gen 

KGC-101 Konkani Ekanki : 
Sid’dhantAniAswadan 

SYBA IV CC-
Gen 

KGC-102 Konkani Rangamachi : Tiatr 

SYBA III DSC KOC-103 Konkani Kavita : 
Sid’dhantAniRasaswad 

SYBA IV DSC KOC-104 Konkani Rangmachi : Nattak 

SYBA III GE KOG-103  VinodiSahityachoAbhyas 
SYBA IV GE KOG-104 GoemchemLokSanskrutikDaiz 

SYBA III SEC KOS-101 Film Aswadan 

SYBA IV SEC KOS-102 Film NirmitiParichay 
TY B.A.  
SEMESTE
R – V  
B.A. / 
HNR 

V DSC KOC-105 Konkani BhasAniSahityachoItihas 
(10 vyate 19 
vyaShenkddeameren) 

HNR V DSC KOC-106 BharatiyaKavyashastr 

HNR V DSC KOC-107 Venchik Konkani 
KadambarechoAbhyas 

B.A. / 
HNR 

V DSE KOD- 101 PrashasakiyVevharantli Konkani 

B.A V DSE KOD-102 BhasvidnyanachiVallakh 

B.A V DSE KOD-103 BakibabBorkarHanchea Konkani 
KavitanchoAbhyas 

SEMESTE
R – VI  

VI DSC KOC-108 Adhunik Konkani 
Sahityachoitihas 



B.A. / 
HNR 

(20 voshenkddo tem 2015 
meren) 

HNR VI DSC KOC-109 Samiksha : 
Sid’dhantAniUpayojan 

HNR VI DSC KOC-110 Venchik Konkani 
Vyaktichitrannam 

B.A. / 
HNR 

VI DSE KOD- 104 LokVevharantli Konkani Bhas 

HNR VI DSE KOD-105 Konkani 
BhashechoVyakarannikAbhyas 

HNR VI DSE KOD-106 Gajanan Jog 
HancheaKathanchoAbhyas 

B.A. 
/HNR 

VI DSP KOP-101   PROJECT PAPER 

 

  



KOC 101       CORE COURSE - Katha Sahitya – Siddhant ani Aswadan 

[SHORT STORY] 

Prerequisites: 

Students should have love for reading short stories. 

 

Objectives: 

The students will be able to learn the elements, definitions and types 

of stories 

 

Learning outcomes: 

The students will get knowledge of the elements, definitions and 

types of stories and they will analyze the stories. 

  



 



 



DSC KOC-102- KONKANI KATHA: Aswadhan Ani Nirmiti 

Abhyas 

Prerequisites:  

Student should have read Konkani short stories. 

 

Course Objectives: 

1] The student will be able to learn the history of Konkani short story. 

2] The student will be able to learn the cultural, historical, social 

setting  behind the stories.  

3] The student will be able to visit and know to document the research 

done during field visits to places of cultural, literary importance. 

4] The student will be able to translate extracts from Konkani to  

English. 

 

Course outcomes: 

1] The student knows the history of Konkani short story. 

2] The student knows   the cultural, historical, social setting behind 

the stories.  

3] The student documents the research done during field visits to 

places of cultural, literary importance. 

4] The student translates extracts from Konkani to English 

 



 



 



KOG-101 GENERIC ELECTIVE- Vevharantli Konkani Bhas [ 

FUNCTIONAL KONKANI ] 

Prerequisites of the course: 

Students should have the knowledge of business transactions carried 

out in Konkani. 

Objectives: 

1) To create an awareness among the students to make correct 

usage of Konkani grammar while writing. 

2) To help students improve their speaking ability in Konkani both in 

terms of fluency and comprehensibility. 

 

Learning Outcomes: 

1) Students will be assisted to improve their accuracy and fluency in 

producing summaries using the process approach. 

2) Students will develop reading skills and reading speed. 

3) They will learn to write newspaper reports, invitation cards, other 

invites and also appreciate essays. 

 



 



 

 

  



KOG 102 GENERIC ELECTIVE- Sampark Madhyamachi Konkani Bhas 

Prerequisites: 

Students should have the knowledge of the effect of language 

contact on the forms and structure of Konkani language. 

 

Objectives: 

1) To create an awareness among students to make correct usage of 

Konkani grammar while writing. 

2) To help students strengthen their writing skills. 

3) To help students gain knowledge of translation skills. 

 

Outcomes: 

1) Students will learn analytic skills and develop creative thinking in 

translation. 

2) Students will improve their basics of writing of punctuation and 

grammar in konkani. 

3) Students will learn how to write descriptive, instructional text and 

opinion pieces which will prepare them for writing in a large number 

of different forums. Example: magazines, newspaper articles, etc. 

  



 



 



KOA – 101 ABILITY ENHANCEMENT COMPULSORY COURSE-

MAUKHIK KONKANI 

Prerequisites: 
Students should have love for learning Konkani language. 
 
Objectives: 
1) The Students will be able to develop listening, speaking, reading 
and writing skills in Konkani. 
 
2) The students will be able to speak Konkani effectively in day today 
life. 
 
Course outcomes: 
1) The students will get knowledge of listening, speaking, reading and 
writing skills in Konkani. 
 
2) The students will get knowledge to speak Konkani effectively in 
day to day life. 
 

 



 



 



 



KOC- 103 CORE COURSE- KONKANI KAVITA ; SIDDHAT ANI 

RASASWAD 

Prerequisites: 
Students should have love for Poetry. 
 
Objectives: 
Students will be able to learn the components, definitions and forms 
of Poetry. 
 
Course outcomes: 
1) Students will get knowledge of the components, definitions and 
various forms of Poetry. 
 
2) Students will review and critically appraise poetry. 
 

 



 



 



 



 



KOC-104 Discipline Specific Course – Konkani Drama: Natak 
 
Prerequisites: 
Students should have love for Drama. 
 
Objectives: 
The students will be able to learn the elements, definitions, history 
and contribution of different writers in Konkani Drama. 
 
Course Outcomes: 
The students gets knowledge of elements, definitions, history and 
contribution of different writers in Konkani Drama. 
 

 



 



 



 



KGC 101 [ MIL / GC ] Konkani Ekanki : Siddhant Ani Aawadhan [ONE 

ACT PLAY: THEORY AND APPRECIATION] 

Prerequisites: 

 Students should have read One Act Plays. 

 

Objectives: 

1] Students will be able to get knowledge of definitions, elements, 

types of One Act Play, its history . 

2] Students will be able to get knowledge of tenses and its types. 

 

Learning Outcomes: 

1) Students will get knowledge of the definitions, elements, types of 

One Act Plays and its history. 

2) Students will be equipped to analyze and even enact one act 

plays. 

 

 

 

 

 

  



 



 





 CC –GEN/ MIL KOC-104 - Konkani Rangmachi: Tiatr 

Prerequisites: 

The student should have some knowledge of  Tiatr or should have 

seen a Tiatr. 

 Course Objectives: 

 1] The student will be able to gain knowledge of the elements and 

history of Konkani  Tiatr . 

2] The student will be able to know the difference between Tiatr and 

Khell Tiatr. 

3] The student will be able to get detailed  contribution of   some Tiatr 

stalwarts . 

4] The student will be able to gain knowledge of the professional 

stage and the contribution of the Tiatr competition organized at Kala 

Academy. 

Course outcomes: 

1] The student gets knowledge of the elements and history of  

Konkani  Tiatr . 

2] The student knows the difference between Tiatr and Khell Tiatr. 

3] The student  gets the detailed contribution made by  some Tiatr 

stalwarts. 

4] The student gets knowledge of the professional stage and the 

contribution of the Tiatr competition organized at Kala Academy. 

5] The student is equipped to act in Tiatr . 

 

 



 



 



 



KOS – 101 SKILL BASED COURSE- FILM ASWADAN 

Prerequisites: 

Students should have love for cinema. 

 

Objectives: 

1) Students will be able to learn the concept of film and history of 

world cinema. 

2) Students will be able to learn about different forms of cinema and 

elements involved in film making. 

 

Course outcomes: 

1) Students will gain knowledge of the concept of films and history of 

world Cinema. 

2) The students will get knowledge of different forms of cinema and  

elements involved in film making. 

 



 



 



 



KO3-002  Skill Enhancement- Film Nirmiti Parichay 

Prerequisites: 

Students should have interest in Movie making. 

Objectives: 
The students will be able to write screenplay of short Films, 
Documentaries and Poetry Films and turn them into Movies. 
 
Course Outcomes: 
The students gets knowledge of making of Short Films, 
Documentaries and Poetry Films. 
 

  



 



 



 



 



 



KOG-103 GENERIC ELECTIVE COURSE - Vinodhi Sahityacho Abhyas  

[STUDY OF HUMOROUS LITERATURE]  

Prerequisites for the course: 

Students should have the knowledge of humorous literature. 

 

Objectives: 

1) To appreciate humorous literature as an artistic and literary 

practice through exploration of various forms of literature and 

narrative potential. 

2) Continue reading and research with confidence in this increasingly 

popular medium of expression. 

3) Understand how humour relates to other mediums, from novels 

to films. 

 

Learning Outcomes: 

1) The students will be able to analyze the meaning of humorous 

literature through understanding of historical, political and social 

context. 

2) They will learn to trace the development of humorous literature 

from one period to another.  

  



 



 



 



KOG 104 GENERIC ELECTIVE- GOYCHE LOKSANSKRUTAIECHEM DAIZ 

(Study of Goan Folklore) 

 

Prerequisites: 

Students should be acquainted with the forms of folklore which will 

encourage them to examine artistic expression in everyday life. 

 

Objectives: 

1) To help students to study the rich heritage of the traditional 

knowledge of Konkani language and culture. 

2) To help students acknowledge the importance and to assist them 

in getting into light the neglected rural communities of Goa. 

3) To help students to inculcate within them the love for sustaining 

Goa’s culture and traditions and to promote research in Folklore at 

higher levels. 

 

Outcomes: 

1) Students will gain the knowledge of Konkani culture and 

traditions. 

2) They will learn to collect, compile and publish folklore articles of 

different communities in Goa through fieldwork. 

 



 



 



 



KOC-105 CORE COURSE – KONKANI BHAS ANI SAHITYACHO ITIHAS 

(10vo tem 19vo shenkddo meren) 

Prerequisites:  
Students should have love for literature. 
 
Objectives: 
1) Students will be able to learn about history of Konkani language 
and literature. 
 
2) Students will be able to learn about the contribution of various 
Konkani writers to different literary forms in Konkani. 
 
Course outcomes: 
1) Students will gain knowledge of history of Konkani language and 
Literature. 
 
2) Students will gain knowledge about contribution of various 
Konkani writers to different literary forms in Konkani. 
 



 



 



 



 

KOC-108 CORE COURSE – ADHUNIK KONKANI SAHITYACHO ITIHAS 

(20vo SHENKDDO TEM 2015 MEREN) 

Prerequisites:  
Students should have love for literature. 
 
Objectives: 
1) Students will be able to learn about history of Konkani language 
and literature. 
 
2) Students will be able to learn about the contribution of various 
Konkani writers to different literary forms in Konkani. 
 
Course outcomes: 
1) Students will gain knowledge of history of Konkani language and 
Literature. 
 
2) Students will gain knowledge about contribution of various 
Konkani writers to different literary forms in Konkani. 
 

  



 



 



 



KOD-101 Prashasakey Vevharantli Konkani [KONKANI IN 

ADMINISTRATION] 

Prerequisites for the course: 

Students should have the knowledge of administrative affairs carried 

out in Konkani language. 

Objectives: 

1) To understand the administrative affairs carried out in Konkani 

language. 

2) To have an understanding while using Konkani write ups at the 

administrative level for public notification. 

Learning Outcomes: 

1) Students will get the knowledge of correspondence letters in 

Konkani used in various administrative affairs. 

2) Students will acquire skills of writing official letters which include 

reminders, complaint letters, circulars, invitations, report writing, 

articles, advertisements, orders etc. 

3) Students will learn technical vocabulary related to administration 

including portfolios, directorates, assemblies and subject 

specialisations. 

 



 



 



 

KOD- 104 Lok Vevharantli Konkani Bhas (Communication in Konkani 

Language) 

 

Prerequisites: 

Students should have the knowledge of different ways through 

which communication is carried out in Konkani Language. 

 

Objectives: 

1) The students will learn to accurately and precisely communicate-

both in speaking and writing in a variety of contexts. 

 

Learning Outcomes: 

1) The students will be trained for careers and advanced studies in a 

wide range of Konkani, public relations or communication fields. 

2) Students will be able to write effectively for a variety of 

professional and social settings. 

 

 



 



 



DSC KOC- 106 Bharatiya Kavyashatr [ Indian Poetics ]  

Prerequisites: 

Students should have basic Knowledge of literature. 

Objectives: 

 1] Students will be able to get Knowledge of Indian Poetics. 

  2] Students will be able to get to   get historical and theoretical 

background of Indian Poetics. 

Learning Outcomes:    

Students will gain Knowledge of historical background of Indian 

Poetics. 

 

 



 



 



Semester VI-KOC-109 Samiksha: Siddhant Ani Upayojan 

Prerequisites: 

The student should have basic knowledge of literary criticism 

 

Objectives: 

1] Student will be able to get basic knowledge of literary criticism. 

 2] Student will be able to get to know the basic scientific models to 

literary criticism. 

 3] Student will be able to apply the theory to critically appraise . 

 

Course outcomes: 

1] Student gets  basic knowledge of  literary criticism. 

 2] Student knows the basic scientific models to literary criticism. 

 3] Student applies the theory to critically appraise literature. 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 



 



DSC  KOC-1O7-Venchik Konkani Kadambarecho Abhyas [Study of 

the Novel ] 

Prerequisites: 

Students should have read novels. 

Objectives: 

1] Students should be able to get theoretical Knowledge of the novel, 

they will be able to learn the definitions, types , nature of the novel, 

elements of the novel. 

2] Students should be able to get a historical review of the novel. 

3] Students will be able to study a selective novel. 

 Learning Outcomes: 

1] Students will get theoretical Knowledge of the novel. 

 

 

 

  



 



 



Semester VI-KOC-Venchik Konkani Vyaktichitrannam 

Prerequisites: 

Student should be fond of konkani literature. 

 

Course Objectives: 

 1] Student will get knowledge of autobiography as a literary form. 

 2] Student will be able to study different autobiographies. 

3] Students will learn the elements of autobiographies 

 

Course outcomes: 

  1] Student gets knowledge of autobiography as a literary form. 

  2] Student studies selective autobiographies in Konkani. 

  3] Student learns the elements of autobiographies.  

 

 



 



KOD 102- Bhasvidnyanachi Vallakh  [Linguistic Studies ] 

Prerequisites: 

Students should have basic technical  and synchronized knowledge of 

Konkani. 

 

Objectives: 

1] Students should  be able to get knowledge of the origin and 

progress of the language. 

 2] Students should be able to get basic knowledge  of linguistic 

studies. 

3] Students should be able to get detailed information about the 

dialects , scripts , standard language. 

 

Learning Outcomes:  

1] Students will get basic theoretical knowledge of Linguistics. 

2] Students will learn about the etymological evolution of the 

language. 

 3] Students will get the basic and advanced information about the 

elements of the language and will understand the linguistics of the 

language. 

 

 

 



 



 



Semester VI –KOD-105-Konkani Bhashecho Vyakarannik 

Abhyas 

Prerequisites: 

 Student should have knowledge of the Konkani language. 

Course objectives: 

1] Student should be able to get a scientific approach to Konkani 

grammar. 

 2] Student should be able to  get knowledge of various fields with the 

help of   Konkani grammar. 

3]Student should be able to know the difference between simple 

sentences, joined sentences, importance of verb. 

4] Student   should get knowledge of the different types of sentences. 

5] Student should be able to get knowledge about the different 

genders, tenses and the importance of grammar. 

 

Course outcomes: 

1] Student gets   a scientific approach to Konkani grammar. 

 2] Student gets knowledge of various fields with the help of   

Konkani grammar. 

3] Student learns the meaning of grammar and its importance. 

4 Student learns the difference between simple sentences, joint 

sentences, importance of verb. 

5] Student learns  the different types of sentences. 

6] Student  learns and gain knowledge about the different genders, 

tenses. 



 



 



KOD 103 Bakibab Borkar Hanchea Konkani Kavitecho [Study of 

Bakibab Borkars poems ] 

Prerequisites: 

Students should have love for Konkani Poetry and  knowledge of 

Bakibab Borkars poems. 

 

Objectives: 

1] Students should be able to know the contribution of Bakibab 

Borkar in the field of Konkani poetry 

 

Learning Outcomes:  

Students will be able to critically appraise Bakibab Borkars poems. 

 

 

 



 



Semester VI-KOD-106 Gajanan Jog Hanchea Kathancho Abhyas 

Prerequisites:  

The student should have a liking and knowledge for Gajanan Jog’s  

literature. 

 

Objectives: 

1] The student will be able to understand and know the role played by 

Gajanan Jog in literature. 

2] The student will be able to critically review Gajanan Jog’s stories. 

 

Course outcomes: 

1] The student understands  and knows  the role played by Gajanan 

Jog in literature. 

2] The student  is equipped to critically review Gajanan Jog’s stories. 

 

 

 



 



 


